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Disclaimer update: 07 February 2012

Pursuant to U.S. State & Federal Laws the following is a statement of your legal rights.

Disclaimer & Legal Rights & Medical Disclaimer:
Any application of the recommendations set forth in this ebook, website or in personal consultation by phone,
email, in-person, or otherwise, is at the reader's discretion and sole risk. The information offered is intended
for people in good health. Anyone with medical problems of any nature should see and consult a doctor before
starting any diet or exercise program. Even if you have no known health problems, it is advisable to consult
your doctor(s) before making major changes in your lifestyle.

Limitation & Exclusion Of Liability:
These warranties exclude all incidental or consequential damages. Terrence Stokes/Fitness Fusion or Stokes
Enterprises Inc, and their suppliers, will not be liable for any damages whatsoever, including without limita-
tion, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other pecuni-
ary loss.

You may not modify, publish, transmit, participate in the transfer or sale of, create derivative works of, or in
any way exploit, in whole or in part, any proprietary or other material.

All images, text, contents, products:
Reproduction is prohibited. You may not use, copy, emulate, clone, rent, lease, sell, modify, decompile, disas-
semble, otherwise reverse engineer, or transfer the licensed program or product, or any subset of the licensed
program or product, except as provided for in this agreement or expressly in writing. Any such unauthorized
use shall result in immediate and automatic termination of this license and may result in criminal and/or civil
prosecution.
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Author's Disclaimer:
The author of Building Muscle Figure is not a doctor or health professional, nor does the author possess a
degree in nutrition. The advice the author gives is based on years of practical application, dealing with the
needs of his own health and physique as well as the needs of others. The routines in this ebook are patterned
after those followed by successful figure competitors and other fitness athletes who need to build muscle for
competition.
The diets followed by these athletes are calorie restrictive and limited in food choices. Therefore the goal of
the diets is to attain a certain level of leanness not to achieve optimum health. The diets consist of everyday
foods: chicken, fish, oatmeal, egg whites, milk, protein powder, tuna, sweet potato, fruits and vegetables. Al-
though there are no exotic or uncommon foods, you should still consult with your doctor or health care pro-
vider before making any dietary changes. Any recommendations the author may make to you regarding diet
or exercise, including supplements and herbal or nutritional supplements must be discussed between you and
your doctor(s).

The information contained in Building Muscle Figure ebook is provided for educational and informational
purposes only and is not intended as medical advice. The information contained in the website, ebooks etc.,
should not be used to diagnose or treat any illness, metabolic disorder, disease or health problem. Always con-
sult your doctor, or health care provider before beginning any nutrition or exercise program. Use of the pro-
grams, advice, and information contained in the website, ebooks etc., is at the sole choice and risk of the
reader.



Introduction:
Years ago the idea of women building muscle was unheard of. There were only a small
number of women who wanted their muscles to stand out. Nowadays, It’s the ‘in thing’
for the average woman to have their arms showing some muscle definition.
Whether you want to build a little muscle or a lot of muscle, the process is exactly the
same. The process of adding muscle is slow, so their is no such thing as bulking up too
fast - like a lot of women claim. What these women really mean is: “When I try to lift
heavier weights I eat more food and put on fat” (not muscle). You can add fat fast... but
no muscle, therefore never worry about putting on too much muscle too fast... It’s just
not going to happen.
...and if you’re a competitor, you can’t put on muscle fast enough!!

Let me start out by saying that 3 sets of 12-15 repetitions once or twice a week for each
body part is not going to get you the body you want. For years magazines, ‘research’
findings (very questionable research) and trainers have advocated this regimen (3 set of
12 -15 reps) as all that is needle to make significant changes  to your body. This is just
not true.

Initially 3 sets of 12-15 reps will produce results for someone who is just beginning an
exercise program. For women who have been exercising for longer periods (over 2
months), you must increase the volume of 'work' you do. No one has ever made signifi-
cant changes to their body with this limited number of sets... period!

THE NAME OF THE GAME IS...INTENSITY!
 INTENSITY

Intensity means working hard, busting your butt... leaving it all
at the gym! Your form may not be perfect, the weights might be
a little heavy ...but if you want to improve you must learn to
push yourself past your comfort zone. You have to ask your
body questions it has never had to answer before!

MANY EXERCISE MAGAZINES MAKE IT LOOK TOO EASY!
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How Many Sets Should I Do?

Smaller muscle groups (biceps, triceps, shoulders) don't need as many sets as larger muscle
groups so we keep the number to around 8-10 sets per workout. The reason being that these
smaller muscle groups get a lot of work when you train the large muscles of the upper body
like the chest and back.

Biceps are also worked during:

Shoulders are also worked during:

Triceps are also worked during:
   bench press
   shoulder press
   push-ups

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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   pull ups (back)
   pull downs (back)
   rowing exercises (back)

   bench press (chest)
   rowing exercises   
   pull ups
   pull downs

As your conditioning improves the number of sets you do per muscle group MUST increase.
Smaller muscle groups should get get about 8-10 sets per workout. These are hard sets using
very challenging weights.

Disregard studies that show low set training (1-2 sets) works just as well as training
that involves higher numbers of sets. These are usually university studies done on 
untrained individuals. People who are untrained will respond favorably to almost any
 form of training. I’ve been training for over 25 years and everyone I’ve ever seen 
that achieved a nice, well-toned body, performed multiple sets of exercises.

Larger muscle groups get more sets because they are larger and because they are only worked on
those days you specifically train them (they don't get any work when you train your smaller mus-
cles). You want to do at least 10-14 sets for these larger muscles.  Split the workout up between
2 or 3 different exercises (ex. CHEST: bench press x 6 sets, chest flys x 6 sets)



Workouts

How Often Should I Work Each Body Part

Fact: In strength sports, there are training philosophies that
advocate training 3 X day in one country and in another coun-
try there are world champions that train 3 x week! Both philos-
ophies have produced world champions. So never feel you
have to follow the exact same routine every week.

Biceps:
Exercise #1: Barbell (BB) curls 4 sets of  6-10 reps
Exercise #2: Db bicep curl 5 sets of 6-12 reps

Notes: Start out with BB curls since you can lift more weight with a barbell than
with 2 dumbbells and because you will be stronger at the beginning of your
workout.
   - if you can curl 30 lb dumbbells (60 lbs total) for 1 rep max, you would proba-
bly be able to curl a 65 lb barbell for a few reps. Your biceps are able to lift
more when the weight is on a fixed object like a barbell.

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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You should try to train each body part twice (sometimes 3 x) in a 7 day period. Three 
workouts in a week is done periodically for lagging body parts.

IMPORTANT: 
Each week you want to try and increase the amount of weight you can lift on
each exercise - sometime this will happen, most times it won’t. The idea is to
keep trying to improve.

By all means try different things. I made my best gains when I broke all the rules. (ex. I
would work a body part two days in a row, skip a day and train the same body part
again on the fourth day!). Exercise is NOT an exact science and no one has all the an-
swers, feel free to experiment. What works for someone else may not work for you... so
have fun with it - keep what works and discard that which doesn't.



Triceps:

Exercise #1: Tricep pressdown (cable machine) 6 sets of 8-12 reps
Exercise #2: Close grip pushups 6 sets of  6-12 reps

Notes: Close grip pushups - arms in close to body, elbows stay close to body
during entire pushup, don’t let them go out towards the side as in a regular
pushup. Go down slowly, pause for a split second at the bottom before push-
ing up. If you can do more than 12 reps then buy a weight vest or have some-
one put a plate on your back as you do the pushups.

Lats:

Notes: It’s important that when working your back you need to include a
movement where your arms are parallel to your body (pulldown/pullup) and
an exercise where your arms are perpendicular to your body (seated row). You
need to hit the upper back from both angles to fully develop the muscle.

Chest:

Exercise #1: Bench press (or seated machine press) 7 sets of 6-12 reps
Exercise #2: Machine or cable chest fly - 5 sets 8-12 reps

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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Exercise #1: Pulldown or pullups - 7 sets of 6-12 reps
Exercise #2: Seated row - 7 sets of  6-12 reps

Notes:  machine or cable-crossover flys are better than doing flys lying on a
bench and using dumbbells. Basically with the machine flys and
cable-crossover you are able to keep tension on the chest muscle during the
entire movement. Whereas, in the lying dumbbell fly, there is only tension
during the first part of the movement (when the arms are stretched out to the
sides)...  this tension decrease as you bring the dumbbells toward the center of
your body.



Legs:

Exercise #1: BB squat - 6 sets of 8-12 reps
Exercise #2: Leg press - 6 sets of 8 -12 reps
Exercise #3: Lying Leg curls - 8 sets of 6-12 reps
Exercise #4: Standing calf raise machine - 8 sets of  8-12 reps

Deadlifts will not build your hamstrings - even though your hamstrings may
‘pop out’ when doing deadlifts (it looks cool), don’t let that fool you. You
 need full contraction and extension (leg curls) to get full development.

Calf raises: if you don’t have access to a standing calf machine then do a 1 leg
calf raise on a raised surface. Make sure you get a full stretch - the platform
has to be high enough so that your heel doesn’t touch the ground when you
lower it down to get a full stretch.

Shoulders:

Exercise #1: Db shoulder press 7 sets of 8-12 reps
Exercise #2: Side lateral raises 5 sets of 12 reps (don’t go any heavier)

At this point It’s not necessary to do front raises (for the anterior deltoid) or
bent over laterals (for rear deltoid). The front/anterior deltoids gets plenty of
work from bench presses and pushups. The rear/posterior deltoid gets plenty of
work form rowing exercises and pulldowns/pullups (during the back workout).
It’s not necessary to ‘beat a dead horse.’

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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Notes: Lateral raises - don’t use too much weight for this exercise because the
shoulder is at it’s weakest point when your hands are at their furthest point 
awayfrom your body, therefore you don’t want to support a lot of weight in 
that position. Focus on controlled lateral raises and go for the muscle burn. If 
youcan’t do 12 reps then decrease the weight... this is not a power movement!

Notes: Lying leg curls is the absolute #1 hamstring builder. If you can’t find a
   lying leg curl machine then a use a seated machine. The standing leg curls ma-
   chine is the third choice if you can’t find one of the others.



Abs:

Exercise #1: Weighted crunches - 6 sets of  10-12 reps
Exercise #2: Hanging leg raises - 5 sets of 10-12 reps

Notes: When working abs, it’s not necessary to do hundreds of reps. The abs
are just like any other muscle. You would never think of doing a set of 50 bi-
cep curls because you know that would not be effective t build size. With
weighted crunches just get a 5 or 10 lb dumbbell and hold it behind your head,
that should be enough resistance for your abs. Do your abs exercises slow
and controlled so that you fully work the muscle... the idea is to avoid using
momentum.

Hanging leg raises: these can be done with the arm ap-
paratus suspended from a bar or you can use one of those dip/pullup machines
(below). Perform these slow and deliberate to avoid swinging (using momen-
tum).

Don’t overdue abs. They will come out when you
get leaner, but as you are putting on size they will be ‘hidden’ because you
also put on a little fat when building size. Abs are made in the kitchen! So
don’t think you have to work them everyday. Treat them like any other mus-
cle.

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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General guidelines:

The weights you use must be challenging in order for any changes to take
place... For example, If you end a set at 12 reps but you could have done
more reps - that means the weight was too light. Your last rep, whether it’s
6 or 12, should take close to 100% effort.

Always warm up with lighter weights and higher reps. I suggest doing a com-
plete warm up set (15-20 reps) before getting into your workout sets.

Sample Set:
Warm up: 20 lbs for 15-20 reps (doesn’t count)

         Set 1:  30 x 12 reps
         Set 2:  35 x 10 reps
         Set 3:  40 x 9 reps
         Set 4:  40 x 8 reps
         Set 5:  45 x 6 reps

Set  6: 40 x 8 reps

Building Muscle:

Injury:
If you ever feel even the slightest twinge, STOP immediately! NEVER EVER
work thorough the pain. Once you injure a muscle each additional rep makes it
worse. If you stop as soon as you feel that twinge, you will often save yourself
weeks of recovery.
Move on to a different body part and rest the affected muscle. You would rather
lose one workout day (if you stop immediately) as opposed to 1 month of workouts
(if you try to work through it). Take It from someone who learned the hard way!

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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Example: Your workout is going to be 6 sets of barbell curls 8 - 12 reps
  1) You should take a lighter weight and do about 15 reps just to warm the
       biceps up
  2) Your first set should be on the higher end of the reps for 12 reps
  3) Each set will get a little heavier until you can only do 6-8 reps

As you get stronger your muscles will get bigger. The goal therefore should be to
get a little stronger each week. This won’t happen every week but many times you
will notice that you can lift a slightly heavier weight or do more reps with the same
amount of weight you used the previous week.



3 x Week!?

No Cardio!
The absolute worst thing you can do when trying to build muscle is cardio

A) cardio causes you to burn extra calories
B) ...but, the body needs those extra calories to build muscle

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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I can hear all the ‘experts’ now: “Three times a week, that’s too much”
Most of these gym ‘experts’ know as much about muscle growth as 
theyknow about Quantum Physics. Trust me, I’ve seen 3 x week 
training work great for lagging body parts. Remember that most advice 
peoplefollow originally came from men who were featured in the 
biggest bodybuilding magazines that featured the biggest and most 
genetically gifted physiques in the world, many of whom, besides their 
genetic advantages, had additional ‘help’ in growing their muscles... If 
you know what I mean. There is a good chance you can’t train the way 
that theycan... So don’t be afraid to think outside the box

It’s like trying to build a house... but while you’re adding bricks on one side of the 
house another person on the other side taking bricks away! That’s the equivalent of 
doing cardio while trying to gain muscle.
You can’t have it both ways
   1) doing cardio to lose body fat AND.....
   2) doing cardio while building muscle

You would never think of cutting calories if you wanted to 
gain weight.... or eating more calories if you wanted to lose 
weight.

Psychologically women justify doing cardio while trying to gain muscle because they
don’t want to gain excess body fat. Like it or not, you can’t stay competition lean and
expect to gain muscle - you need to carry a little extra body fat just to insure you’re
getting enough calories to facilitate muscle growth. It doesn’t have to be much... only
about 10 lbs.
To succeed and keep getting better you must MUST do this the right way.... otherwise
you will not make progress and wonder why you look the same every show.



Workout Schedule

Mon: Chest, Biceps, Triceps
Tues: Back, Shoulders
Wed: Legs, Abs
Thurs: Chest, Biceps, Triceps
Fri: Back, Shoulders
Sat: Legs, Abs
Sun: off

This gets each body part twice in a 7 day period.

Training a body part 3 X week:
If you have a strong body part you can opt to train it only once per week
and substitute it with a weaker body part that you would be training 3 X
each week. This is a great way to build size in a lagging body part.

If you decide to train a body part 3 X week. I would suggest doing it for a
few weeks then going back to twice a week for a few weeks then back to
3 x week for a few weeks.... basically, 2 weeks on and 2 weeks off.

how women build muscle (cont’d)
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Conclusion:
That’s a very effective muscle building program. It’s not very glamorous but
it will work very well if you stick to it. Size is built with basic multi-joint
movements, which is the reason you don’t see any fancy, cool-looking exer-
cises in this program. Those exercises may look cool but many of them do
very little for building muscle, which is why I omitted them.

You can check out my blogs for information on other aspects of figure
competition such as diet, cardio and fat loss:

FigureCompetitor.me: http://figurecompetitor.me/
FigureReady.com: http://www.figureready.com/figure-ready-blog.html
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Generally you want to work each muscle group at least twice a week
(sometimes 3 x in a week). Below is an example:

http://figurecompetitor.me/
http://www.figureready.com/figure-ready-blog.html

